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About This Game

StuntMANIA Reloaded

is a fast paced 3D car stunt driving and exploration game, where you get to perform the most amazing tricks and stunts in some
really cool environments.

New in StuntMANIA Reloaded is the ability to drift and slide when driving to take some amazing corners and to produce some
awesome burnouts and donuts!

We have also added the ability to perform many more mid-air stunts, including flips, twists and flat spins. You can also
automatically re-orient the car by pressing the Jump button while mid-air to achieve the perfect landing. Stunts are only awarded

if you land properly, to practice you landings!

Exploding cars
Cars now have a Damage Meter. If it gets to 100%... KA-BOOM! You explode... then re-spawn in a random location. And..

when you explode, your car breaks into bits that stay in the level, so you can drive into them and push them around. It's insanely
fun.. so on, try it out!

ELEVEN Unique Cars
You can select any of the ELEVEN amazing stunt cars each with differing suspension, weight and handling. Any car can be

played in any level in any game mode from an easy to navigate game selection menu (once you have unlocked them).
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ELEVEN Amazing Levels
Choose from ELEVEN unique driving environments, filled with stunt and trick ramps, bonuses and hidden challenges including

an awesome Power-Ups that will allow you to take your tricks to a whole new level!

Collect COINS to unlock content
Each level in Go Crazy game mode contains 1x Game mode coin, 1x Level coin (in 3 pieces) and 1x Car coin (in 3 pieces).
Collecting each coin allows you to spend them to unlock other levels, cars and game modes from the main menu. Can you

unlock everything?

Fantastic new Music and Sound FX
Each level has it's own new unique Music track... from Rock and Electric to Zany and Fun, and it never plays the same twice in

a row. The new Music and SFX in StuntMANIA Reloaded will really get your blood pumping!

Awesome POWER-UPS
Each level has randomly placed Power-Ups for you to find and when you do, you will have some amazing new abilities to help

you reach even the highest points in a level or the hardest to find areas.

* Note: SMR graphical requirements are VERY high. If you encounter slow performance, please lower your quality settings and
resolution in the Game-Options screen. Especially when using older Mac hardware.

* Note: Not recommended for Macs with integrated Intel GMA950 Graphics as found in pre 2009 Mac Mini and pre 2008
MacBook.
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Title: StuntMANIA Reloaded
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Racing
Developer:
Sector3 Games
Publisher:
Bigger Boat
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Discreet Shader Model 3 Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch
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This is nice new addon nice to see they are slowly moving in to custom truck area bit by bit. Its a fun, clicker action games, and
addictive. The storyline made sense of what was going on. Simply I can play this game over and over again.

Dislikes: Not enough Elite weapons or gear; lag

If you're a clicker game fan, you'll love this!. Making bigger boobs doesn't make the game unique. This is obviously a
copy/clone of "Deep Space Waifu".
Although this game is cheaper than DSW the mechanics are lacking. DSW has a more enjoyable game experience than this.

I do not recommend. For the real deal check out: "Deep Space Waifu". Cool zombie shooter. Sick enough to show to friends
when they are asking if you have something to play. Nice black hummor. 0 skill, 100% depend on luck, or maybe throw some
real $ to get better heroes/equipment to survive better.
. Gosh, what a bad game...
If anybody needs proof that a match-3 puzzle game isn't the kind of thing where you can afford to be a lazy programmer, then
here it is.

PROS:
- None. Quite rare for me, as I'm easy to please when it comes to gaming.

CONS:
- The gameplay is a mix between 'Clickomania' (a very old match-3 game, and certainly not the most exciting kind) and
'modern' match-3's with powerups and other silly things. But Clickomania's main interest was based on whether you could
remove all of the tiles from a board without any lockups. You know, an actual puzzle... There's no such thing here, and lockups
most likely happen at the beginning of a stage when very few blocks are available to click on. Then the level just reshuffles,
very slowly. And it's not even our fault...
- Sometimes when a level ends, nothing happens. You actually have to click the Menu button, then Resume, for the game to find
its way again. And if it shows you an achievement, then you have to do it twice.
- Story is ridiculous. It's only told through a simple block of text at the beginning of each season (series of levels). I didn't get
any story panel for Autumn, which is either a solid bug, or even more laziness on their side.
- The first season is mostly dedicated to tutorials, but you get rainbow blocks in a few levels before they're properly introduced.
- Clicks don't always register. A mortal sin for a match-3. In fact, there is no feeling of pleasure when you click stuff.
- The music is bland and generic, the graphics are passable in general but blocks themselves vary from okay to very ugly. And
since you'll be spending most of your time watching them, hmm...
- Power-ups are incorrectly explained. Seriously, did the game bug and forget to tell me something?
- Some levels are hard and annoying (requiring you to wait for animations to complete so you can actually reach a single tile),
and are followed by a very easy level. Where's the difficulty curve?
- Levels require you to click a certain amount of blocks of every color, but they also ask you to finish something that wasn't
explained everywhere and that was expressed in percentage values... Okay... Except you have to get that value to zero, rather
than 100. At that point, the game designer may very well be a misunderstood genius.
- When you complete a level, the game says it was level '2-1' (first episode, season 2) when the bottom of the screen gives you a
sequential number (16). Quality check, anyone?!
- Level time limits are so short (even in relaxed mode, where running out of time doesn't end the level), that you can't help but
think that they expect you to click mindlessly everywhere.
- Animations are so slow that you not only click mindlessly, you click *randomly* because you don't know in advance how
many blocks will be removed by clicking them.

I just couldn't get myself to complete the quest mode. In fact, I'd be ashamed to finish it, because it would mean I got some
pleasure out of it. Definitely not worth the $0.8 I paid for it.
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This game has a surprising amount of depth for such simple mechanics. Rewarding the player for focus targeting specific
components on large ships creates a nice David vs Goliath feel while disencentivising the normal strategy of flying away
shooting backwards. The "Tank Mode" is a briliant way of implementing changing the game dynamic for an ultimate mode.
While its firepower allows the player to output terrible distruction its lack of mobility prevents the player from avoinding
incomming fire. Instead of an artifical time limit on the tank mode, the player can use it untill it has absorbed too much fire.
The play sessions seema artificaly limited by the difficulty ramping up beyond what is physicaly possible to deal with. Also
while the ambient music is nice the game is lacking in sound effects considering the ammount of shooting and explosions that
are happening on screen. Overall this game is great value for the price.. I played this game because it was free. At first I liked it
just point and click to shoot.Don't touch the zombies. Simple concept. The fact everything was slow was annoying but did not
kill the game. Then the update came. It made the guy faster,reloading faster and the zombies faster. How much faster? Blink
and you die. The game is now broken. Before the update I could make to floor 7 or 8. After the update I barely make it past
floor 3. Why? The ony shot you can make is a headshot. The Zombies heads are tiny. The weapons do low damage and
everything moves the speed of light. The dlc's are the same story. I did like the Music though but it gets repitive and the
GameBoy graphics gives it a nice retro feel. It brings back my own memories of playing games on the gameboy. Why is this
game so broken? Why is this game crap? Is winning even possible? Should I destroy my gameboy? Should I burn down a
forrest?. The best Breakout game you can play.. wow
its so impresive
great game
alltought i find it hard to find objects without hints. Good story delivered as a kinetic visual novel with several minigames, some
of which appear difficult at first but all of which have very simple and satisfying solutions, the kind that make you smile when
you see the solution. The bonus conversations are an interesting way of adding a bit to the story and backstory. InvertMouse
games contain some very clever elements that I enjoy very much,
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